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Background 

 

Objectives:   
Learn about governance issues in Middle 

East 
Identify niche areas and potential 

project partners 
Identify prospective Advisory Group 

members 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
9/11 ushered new challenges, which we read about in the papers constantly, and include consequences deriving from the war on Iraq and the “war on terrorism”, such as: -challenges to multilateral institutions, approaches and norms, -and the reinvigoration of hard definitions of and approaches to security.Quite separate from 9/11, we’ve brought forward the enduring challenges associated with achieving durable peacebuilding that we’ve seen in our existing programming in South Africa, Palestine, Guatemala, such as: -enduring violence and criminality, -achieving peace based on justice, -and governance challenges associated with transparency and equitable resource distribution.Finally, and very relevant to IDRC’s mission, we continue to see an underdeveloped and under-engaged Southern peacebuilding research field.



General Findings 

National vs. regional programming 

 Iraq and the region 

Crowded field 

Strength of regional organizations and networks 
Arab NGO Network 
Lebanese Center for Policy Studies 
Others 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PI external reviews were presented to Board of Governors at March 2004 meeting, and PBR’s review presented a positive account of our programming during this current program cycle.  In particular, they affirmed the basic programming approach we have been moving into which: -balances thematic with national/regional foci; -our decision to retain programming in Palestine and Colombia; -identified strength in our support to politically sensitive projects and responsiveness to local priorities; -and our critical approach to understanding peacebuilding, which articulates a notion of justice as integral to durable peace.We led three explorations (“WKoP”, gender and PB, globalisation and PB) in the last couple of years that built on and synthesized our programming experiences and learning to date, and led to current competition on globalisation, peace and conflict; cross regional-comparative programming in WKoP 2; continued gender foci in programming, including TRJ, families and conflict, emerging programming in human trafficking and DDR.  The international conferences associated with each exploration also affirmed the need for cross-regional comparative research and research in conflict zones.Our own programming experience, especially in countries such as South Africa, Guatemala, Colombia and Palestine-Israel, have demonstrated challenges in achieving peace in ways that meet social, political, economic, cultural and existential needs.  We believe a holistic and long-term view of building peace is a necessary response to these challenges.Despite ongoing armed conflict in both contexts, we continued programming in Palestine and Colombia.  Our programming experience demonstrates that this strategy has proven important as an entrée to significant possibilities for influencing the shape of future peace and/or peace negotiations (e.g. Cambridge project).  We’ve also learned something about working with partners doing research in conflict areas, including thinking through methodological and support issues.



Thematic and Country Findings 

Grassroots mobilization 

Importance of youth focus 

Rule of law and human rights 

Political parties 

Media freedom 

Elections 



Recommended Thematic Niches 

Freedom of Association 
Political parties 
Civil society organizations 

Youth as a cross-cutting issue 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We carry forward our commitment to working in conflict contexts, but are also continuing with post-conflict and conflict prevention contexts.We are balancing our regional and country foci with strengthening our support to cross-regional comparative programming.We are bringing forward a new theme on violence, trauma, justice and reconciliation, which saw some development over the past year and a half, but will now become a focus theme of our work.While Asian expansion had been approved during the past prospectus period, we have not been in a position to develop this until now, with the appointment of our new PO in Delhi.We will launch 2 new explorations.  The external review identified consideration of ethics in peacebuilding research as an important gap in international donors’ programming, and suggested that PCD could make a valuable contribution in this regard by leading exploration on this issue.  Relationship between criminality and political violence is an issue that arose in IDRC’s “matrix consultations” conducted during late 2003 and early 2004, presented to the Board of Governors at the March 2004 meeting, and we will launch an exploration into this issue, which nicely flows from some of the work we’ve supported in South Africa.New name reflects non-linearity of conflict to peace transitions, as well as PCD’s maximalist interpretation of “peacebuilding”.



Proposed Advisory Group Names 

Lebanon 

Syria 

Jordan 

Palestine 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These choices are based on several considerations:*Our early attempts at work on landmines did not yield great success, and we never developed an expertise in arms development or other “hardware” issues;*Human rights monitoring is a specialized field, and several other well-known international and local agencies handle this subject matter expertly—no need for additional entrants to the field;*Peacemaking/peacekeeping research relies on military expertise and knowledge, which we don’t possess.  Nonetheless, capacity-building of local actors to engage with the prospect of such missions would remain an issue we’d be interested in supporting;*Community resource management conflicts tend to be smaller scale conflicts that don’t typically reflect the kinds of conflicts PCD engages with.  IDRC’s ENRM PIs have typically supported work of this kind.  However, it is true that resource distribution issues (e.g. land) often underlie larger conflicts (e.g. Guatemala).  We have supported this kind of work and would continue through our Democratization and Political Economy themes where warranted;*Alternative dispute or conflict resolution methodologies divorced from larger structural change/reform contexts.



Next Steps – Short-term 

Mapping of Iraqi research scene 

Mapping of international scene on 
governance 

Literature review on freedom of 
association in ME region 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will continue to support research on the peacebuilding endeavour or project as a global phenomenon, as well as research that feeds into specific peacebuilding policy and programming processes, such as in our country—and sometimes regional—foci.In practical terms, we want our programming to serve peacebuilding ends by facilitating or stimulating exchange laterally between citizens within specific contexts, as well as vertical accountability and responsibility between the citizen, the state, and international actors who are intervening in local contexts.Our programming should serve the purpose of supporting the development of southern peacebuilding fields.



Next steps – Medium-term 

Second part of inception mission  

Policy paper on good governance 

First meeting of Advisory Group 

Redefined MEGGF framework 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned, we will strengthen our global, regional and cross-regional comparative programming to balance our strength in our country foci.  We will retain our country foci as a primary site of policy influence.  Global programming will serve to enhance or “thicken” our knowledge of the peacebuilding field and build capacity through networking of southern researchers.We will develop synthetic and exploratory tools and means for conveying our program and project learning, including reports along  “In Focus” lines and experts’ workshops and conferences.We will continue to develop strategic partnerships with members of the Canadian foreign policy family and other like-minded bilateral, multilateral and international actors where we share policy objectives and perspectives.We will continue to fully fund projects, from the development to policy dissemination stages.We will program along four thematic lines, which will serve as the umbrella of our program: democratisation, political economy, security, and reconciliation.
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